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Statement of the case.

This action was brought by appellants (plaintiffs be-

low) to have it decreed that they are the owners of

certain undivided interests in certain mining claims

located by the appellees (defendants below) in the year

1900. The case was tried by the Court without a jury

(Tr. pp. 92, 135). The basis of plaintiffs' claim is a

certain written agreement, made on February 1st, 1900,

between the plaintiff Roberts and two other persons, on
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the one side, and the defendant Date on the other, and

certain oral agreements which Roberts claims were

made between himself and defendant Date in August,

1900, and which Date denies were made.

The written agreement is as follows:

"This agreement, entered into this 1st day of Febru-

" ary, 1900, by and between Jas. P. Roberts, W. E.

" Finn, and A. F. Jilson, parties of the first part, and

*' Fred J. Date, party of the second part, for and consid-

" eration of all necessary expenses in developing mines

" in Alaska for the year 1900 furnished by the parties

*' of the first part, said party of the second part hereby

" agrees and by these presents do agree to assign, trans-

" fer, and deliver to said parties of the first part an un-

" divided one-half interest in all properties he possesses

*' in the Territory of Alaska. Furthermore, said par-

" ties of the first part agrees to furnish Mrs. Fred J.

" Date, wife of party of the second part, the sum of

" one hundred dollars in cash and necessary provisions

'' for the year 1900.
" Jas. p. Roberts,

" W. E. Finn,

" A. F. Jilson,

" F. J. Date,

" Witness: J. G. Neal " (Tr. p. 139).

After this agreement was made the defendant Date

and Finn and Jilson started into the interior of Alaska

from Valdez. Money and supplies were furnished Mrs.

Fred Date pursuant to the terms of this agreement.

Date, Finn and Jilson took certain supplies with them,



about 450 pounds, of which each owned a third (Tr. p.

213). Wlien they got to the Valdez Glacier Jilson quit.

He took out his one-third of the stuff, turned it over to

one John Steele, and went back to Valdez (Tr. p. 215).

A little further on Finn and Date separated; Finn took

his share of the provisions and Date kept his share

(Tr. p. 216). Thereafter Date, about April 15th, went

to the claims mentioned in the agreement and which he

possessed at the time the agreement was made (Tr. p.

232). He did some prospecting on those claims and re-

turned to them again in May (Tr. p. 233). He kept

going back and forth to the claims every day from Red

Mountain Creek about three miles below (/</.). He

came to the conclusion that the claims were not worth

very much (Tr. p. 234). In July he and the defendant

Rosenthal, whom Date and Finn, before they had sep-

arated, had met in the mountains, went over to Slate

Creek and located the claims in which plaintiffs are by

this action seeking to establish an interest (/r/.). lu

August, 1900, Date came out from the interior. Plain-

tiff Roberts contends that Date and he then made the

oral agreements referred to in paragraphs 6 and 7 of the

amended complaint. The testimony of Roberts and

Date in this regard is squarely conflicting. Roberts

testifies that Date said that the properties mentioned in

the written agreement had proved worthless, aud that he

had taken the supplies furnished by Roberts and used

them in prospecting aud locating the claims which are

the subject of this action (Tr. pp. lOO, 161); that Date

said that Roberts was to be equally interested in these

claims (Tr. pp. 164, 1()5); that a new arrangement to

that effect was made (Tr. p. KVT). Date distinctly and



positively denies that he ever made any such statements.

His testimony flatly contradicts that of Roberts (Tr. pp.

222, 235, 236). Date is supported in his testimony by

the witnesses Cole (Tr. p. 179), Fish Sr. (Tr. pp. 203,

204), Mrs. Date (Tr. pp. 247.249), Robt. T. Heron (Tr.

pp. 265, 25G), and C. N. Crary (Tr. p. 2G3).

With these and some other facts, of less importance,

before the Court, the cause was submitted for decision.

The Court in rendering judgment, delivered an opinion

which is made a part of the record herein (Tr. pp. 265-

271). The learned Judge said that ''Hhis is one of those

" cases where the state offacts set forth by the parties is

*' directly in dispute on either side. On all the import-

" antfeatures there is a square contradiction between the

" witnesses'''' (Tr. p. 265). He considered that the written

agreement of February /, igoo^ was, as its terms plainly

import, a transfer of one-half of the properties possessed

by Date at the time the agreement was made^ and not of

what he might thereafter acquire (Tr. p. 155). Further,

he did not believe the testimony of the witness Roberts

with reference to the alleged making of the oral agree-

ment in August, 1900, but did believe that of Date and

the other witnesses. Accordingly, he gave judgment

for the defendants. Appellants seek to reverse this

judgment for alleged erroneous rulings in the rejection

and admission of evidence, and because the findings

are against the law and the evidence.

f

ARGUMENT.

The first error complained of in the specification of

errors contained in appellants' brief is, that the said



Court erred in overruling the plaintiffs' motion for a

continuance of said cause heretofore mentioned (Appel-

lants' Brief, p. 20).

No argument in support of this specification is made;

it will for that reason alone not be considered. Texas^

etc., Ry. Co. v. Reeder^ 76 Fed. 560. But the record

shows that the motion was properly denied. And it is

also an established rule in the United States Courts

that the action of the trial Court in denying a motion

for a continuance cannot be reviewed on appeal or writ

of error.

"Nearly a century ago the Supreme Court of the

United States said: 'It may be very hard not to

grant a new trial or not to continue a cause, but in

neither case can the party be relieved by a writ of

error.' Insurance Co. v. Hodgson.^ 6 Cranch 206.

And this rule has been adhered to from the time it

was first promulgated in Woods v. Young., 4 Cranch
237, to the present day, and is obligatory upon all

the appellate courts of the United States." Mis-
souri K. & T. Ry. V. Elliott, 102 Fed. 96.

Drexel v. True, 74 Fed. 12;

Davis V. Patrick, 57 Fed. 909;

Texas & P. Ry. Co. v. Humble, 97 Fed. 837;

Kerr Murray Matt. Co. v. Hess, 98 Fed. 56.

I.

The first subdivision of appellants' brief deals with

the alleged erroneous rulings on evidence.

(1.) It is claimed that the trial Court erred in reject-

ing testimony offered by plaintiff to prove a conver-

sation he had with the defendant Date, in Valdez, in

August, 1900, upon the return of Date from the inte-
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rior, concerning the matter of what he had done in the

interior and what use he had made of the provisions

and supplies furnished him by Roberts (Tr. p. 124

Assigumeut of Errors II.; Brief of appellants, p. 20).

The refusal of the Court to permit the plaintiff

Roberts to answer the questiojt under discussion was

harmless^ because later on in the examination of this

witness the satne question substantially was asked and

aiisweied. The record is as follows: We quote from

pages 159, 160 and 161.

" Q. Mr. Roberts, I will repeat the last question to

" you in order to get the record straight, and ask you
*' to state what, if any, conversation you had with de-

" fendant Date, in Valdez, Alaska, in the month of

" August, 1900, upon his return from the interior, con-

" cerning the matter of what he had done iu the inte-

'* rior, and what use he had made of the provisions and

" supplies furnished him by you?

" (Defendants object to the introduction of any testi-

'* mony tending to support paragraphs six and seven of

" plaintiffs' amended complaint, or tending to show any

" (valuation) variation, or amendments or alterations

" made to the contract of February 1st, 1900, for the

" reason it is immaterial, irrelevant and incompetent,

'* being an oral amendment and variation, and comes

" within the statute of frauds and is a void contract if

" such a one was made.)

" (Objection sustained. Exception.)

^ ^ "^ * ^ "^ ^

" Q. What conversation^ if any ^ did you have with

" defendant^ Date^ at such time andplace^ with reference



" to his having made any new locations of viining claims

** tinder this contract of February first ^ igoo^ while

" using your money a?id supplies?

*' (Objected to as iucompetent, irrelevant and irama-

*' terial, coming within the statute of frauds, and is not

'' within the issues in the case.)

" (Objection overruled. Exception.)

" A. He told me the property mentioned in the con-

" tract had proved worthless

" By the Court. That doesn't answer the question.

" Q. What else did he say?

"A. He said he had staked other clairns and that I

*' was interested ivith him equally.

" Q. Relate the conversation as fully as you re-

" member it, Mr. Roberts. What, if anything, was

" said in reference to his having used your supplies and

" money?

" A. He said he took the supplies and prospected,

" and made other locations

" Q. Are those the locations mentioned in the com-

" plaint in this case, Mr. Roberts?

" A. Yes, sir, he told me what they were—it's easy

" enough for me to state the conversation, if the Court

" please, but it isn't altogether clear that I can state all

" of it.

" Q. Just state as near as you can the substance of

" what he said about having located neiv claims under

" the contract of February first, igoo, and using your

" supplies and money in doitig it ?
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" A. He stated that he had staked a claim ou Slate

" Creek, one on Miller Gulch, and some on Eagle

" Canyon and an interest on some in Eagle Canyon,
*' atid I was in on them equally.

" By Judge Dklaney. What did he say about your

" supplies?

"A. Yes., sir., he said he took those supplies and did

*' this locating, and that was the result of his location.

'* (Defendants move to strike the last answer as not

" responsive to the question. There is nothing in the

" contract of February first about locating these claims

*' he refers to.)

" By the Court. The motion is overruled. The
*' question is what he did under the contract. If he

" did it under that contract it would indicate what the

" understanding of the contract was, to some extent."

Here, we submit, was a full and complete answer to

the question which the Court had previously disallowed.

Roberts plainly and distinctly was permitted to testify

that Date, in Valdez, Alaska, in August, 1900, on his

return from the interior, told Roberts, in a conversation

had then and there, that the property mentioned in the

contract of February 1st, 1900, had proved worthless;

that he had staked other claims in which Roberts was

to be interested with him equally; that he took the

supplies and money furnished by Roberts and pros-

pected and made other locations, that he staked a claim

on Slate Creek, one on Miller Gulch, and some on Eagle

Canyon and an interest on some in Eagle Canyon, and



that Roberts was in on them equally, aud that he took

the supplies furnished by Roberts and did this locating

and that was the result of his locatious. Roberts tes-

tified to every fact which, according to their brief, the

plaintififs sought to elicit by the question which was

disallowed. Every fact was brought out which plain-

tiffs declare was necessary to support their theory of

partnership and resulting trusts, discussed on pages 28

to 46 of their brief. On page 64 of their brief counsel

themselves say: "Although the learned trial judge

*' after solemn argument refused, as we have seen, to

*' permit the plaintiff Roberts to prove the oral €^f^

" ment of August, 1900, the latter did, nevertheless,

" testify on several occasions to the statements alleged

" in the amended complaint to have been made by the

" defendant Date at the time referred to, to the effect

" that the claims possessed by the said Date at the time

" of making the written contract 'had proved worthless'

" and that he. Date, 'had staked other claims', and that

" plaintiff 'was interested with him equally' in those

" claims, or words to that effect" (Tr. pp. 160, 165, 167,

151). Any possible error in the ruling complained of

was, therefore, completely cured. All the facts were

before the trial Court as fully aud completely as if

Roberts had been allowed to answer the question.

Moreover, in rendering judgment, the trial Court

considered all this testimony. In his opinion, at the

conclusion of the argument of counsel (Tr. p. 265), the

Court said:

" So in order to reach any conclusion it seems neces-

" sary to go back to the written contract that was made
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*' between these parties ou the first of February, 1900,

" and determine as nearly as we can by the light of

" such statements as have been made traveling outside

" of that contract, what was meant and what was in-

" tended by the parties,"

A rulifig excluding the answer of a zvziness^ even if

erroneous^ is without prejudice^ if the wit^iess in his

previous or subsequent testimony states substantially the

same thing.

Louisville & N. R. Co. v. White, 100 Fed. 239, 241;

Nat. Ace. Soc. of City of N. Y. v. Dolph, 94 Fed.

743, 745;

Cal. Cent. Cons. Min. Co. v. Turck, 70 Fed. 294,

297.

And as the Court considered all the testimony, any

error in the ruling complained of became absolutely

harmless. It is well established that the erroneous rejec-

tion or admission of harmless testimony in a case tried

by the Court without a jury is not a sufficient ground

for reversal.

Rujikle V. Burnham, 152 U. S. 216, 224;

Louisville & N. R. Co. v. White, 100 Fed. 239, 243;

Sipes v. Seymour, 76 Fed. 116, 118;

Miller v. Houston City Ry. Co., 55 Fed. 366, 372;

Holmes v. Goldsmith, 147 U. S. 150, 164, say from

,
p. 164;

Lajicaster v. CoIHjis, 115 U. S. 222, 227;

Moline M. & I. Co. v. York, etc., 83 Fed. 66, 71;

Steiner et al. v. Eppinger, et al., 61 Fed. 253;

U. S. V. Shapleigh, 54 Fed. 126, 137;

Reed v. Stapp, 52 Fed. 641, 645.
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But even had the question not been subsequently

answered, and had the ruling of the Court shut out all

testimony regarding an oral agreement to transfer an

interest in the mining claims in dispute, the ruling

would have been correct. The claims in luhich the

plaintiff sought to establish an interest^ by evidence of an

oral agreement^ made in a conversation had in August^

igoo^ zvere perfected mining locations'^ as such they are

treated as real estate^ and the same formalitiesfor their

tratisfer are required as iti the case of other real prop-

erty.

Moore v. Hamerstag, 109 Cal. 122;

Melton v. Lambard, 51 Cal. 258;

Hardenbergh v. Bacon., 33 Cal. 356, 381;

Gollerv. Fett, 30 Cal. 481;

Felger v. Coivard., 35 Cal. 650;

Garth v. Hart, 73 Cal. 541;

Section 1046 Alaska C. C. P. (Carter's Annotated

Alaska Codes, p. 355; 31 U. S. Stat, at L. p. 493);

Hopkins v. Noyes, 2 Pac. 280;

Ducie V. Ford, 19 Pac. 414; affirmed in 138 U. S.

• 587.

The learned Judge of the trial Court took the same

view. He said: "But when they say by a subsequent

" agreement of partnership, 'You shall have an interest

" in what I have already located, in discoveries that I

" have already made' is it not an attempt to convey

" real property by an oral agreement"? (Tr. p. 158)

Further, we submit, the rulijig complained of cannot

be assigned as error because the plaintiffs dtd not state

to the trial Court what they expected to prove by the ques-

tion.
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In Louisville & N. R. Co. v. White, 100 Fed. 239,

241, the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit,

in commenting upon the refusal of the trial Court to

permit a question to be answered said:

"Whether the refusal to permit him to answer
the question propounded was error to the prejudice

of the defendant Company depends to a large ex-

tent upon what his answer would have been. The
defendant in error could have furnished this in-

formation b^' stating to the Court what he expect-

ed to prove by the witness. * * *"

See also:

U. S. V. Indian Grave Drainage Dist., 85 Fed. 928;

Americaii Nafl Bank v. Nat. Wall Paper Co., 11

Fed. 85;

Tiir7ier v. U. S., 66 Fed. 289;

Sladden v. JV. Y. Life Ins. Co., 86 Fed. 102, 104.

In this connection, plaintiffs have woven a fine spun

theory of partnership and resulting trusts, anent which

they cite quite a number of cases and extracts from text

writers. The propositions of law there laid down are

we respectfull}^ submit, inapplicable to the facts of the

case at bar. The theory of appellants is, that the agree-

ment of February 1st, 1900, created a partnership

agreement between the parties thereto; that while Date

was acting and working under that agreement ofpartner-

ship, he located the claims that are the subject of this

action; and that, therefore, Roberts is entitled to an in-

terest in them. This theory, however, is founded on

false premises.

In the first place, there is not in the pleadings a

word about any partnership under the agreement of

February 1st, 1900. On the contrary, in his verified
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amended complaint the plaintiff Roberts distinctly and

plainly discards the agreement of February 1st, 1900,

and as a basis for his claim to an interest in the proper-

ties in dispute relies upon an oral agreement which he

contends was made in August^ igoo^ between Date and

himself. The allegations of the amended complaint in

this connection are:

"Seventh. * '=' * That said agreement dated

" February ist^ igoo^ was in August., igoo^ abandoned

" and terminated by the consent of both saidFred /. Date

" and said James P. Roberts^ and said agreement in

" said month of August., igoo^ was entered into and
'* executed in lieu thereof'^'' (Tr. p. 38).

It was in reliance upon that oral agreement that

Roberts claimed an interest in the property, and his

testimony is in accord with that allegation of the com-

plaint. But, as we have heretofore remarked, Date

denied absolutely the making of the alleged oral agree-

ment, and herein he was supported by all the other

witnesses. The Court believed the testimony of Date,

that no such oral agreement was ever made, and refused

to believe Roberts. We submit, that the theory of a

partnership existing under the agreement of February

1st, 1900, cannot be maintained as the basis of Roberts'

interest in the property in controversy^, in the face of

the allegations in the sworn complaint that that agree-

ment was abandoned, and in lieu thereof an oral agree-

ment was made, under which plaintiff claims his inter-

est in the property in dispute, and which he did not

prove.
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In the second place, as the learned Judge of the trial

Court, in commenting on the agreement of February

1st, 1900, said:

" It is not a prospecting copartnership. It is not an

" agreement between these parties that the party of

*' the second part shall make discoveries of mining

" claims and locate the same, and do the development

" work thereon, and that in consideration of the money
" and supplies furnished, the parties to the contract

*' shall share equally in the ownership of the claims"

(Tr. p. 157).

But, even if there had been a partnership under the

agreement of February 1, 1900, the undisputed evi-

dence is, and the learned Judge in his opinion so states,

that any such partnership was terminated before these

claims were located, and that when Date discovered

them he was using his own supplies. The testimony

of Date (Tr. pp. 214, 215, 216, 218, 219) is uncon-

tradicted, to the effect that Jilson and' Finn withdrew

before the claims in controversy were located, and

Roberts himself, on his direct examination, testified

that Jilson and Finn were partners with him in the

contract on the one side, and Date on the other. He

was asked:

" Mr. Finn was a partner with you in this contract;

" he and you and Jilson on one side and Date on the

" other? A. Yes, sir" (Tr. p. 170).

Besides, the contract itself states that Roberts, Finn

and Jilson are the parties of the first part, and Date is

the party of the second part. So that Finn and Jilson,

who went into the interior with Date, represented
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Roberts in the contract. In this connection the Court

below said:

" But what happens after they start out? When
" they get up to the second or third bench of the

** Glacier, Mr. Jilson withdraws from the enterprise; and

*' not only does he withdraw himself, but one-third of

" all the goods that have been furnished up to that

" time for the joint enterprise, also. The other two

" men go forward. They get out on their way some-

" where and pick up another party—Mr. Rosenthal,

*' who is engaged in carrying in the cache—or a

'• cache—and becomes snow-blinded. They then travel

" ou together until they get near the point where the

" mines were located; that they went to work where

" some other disagreement occurs, and the second man
*' interested with Mr. Roberts withdraws, taking their

" share of what was left of the supplies. Now, if there

" was a partnership, and these two men represented

" Mr. Roberts' interest, and they acted for Mr. Roberts,

" they could end the partnership; they could withdraw

" their share of the provisions that had been furnished

** by them, and end the joint enterprise altogether. It

" would seem that they did that.

" Did Mr. Date have anything left that was com-

" munity property, or partnership property, that be-

" longed to these four men on the other side of the

" agreement? It would seem that Mr. Roberts and

" these men acting with him had withdrawn every-

" thing that was there for the purpose of working these

" claims, at least everything they had put in, and

" that ivliat there was left was what Mr. Date got hi
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^^ C07tsideration of the half mterest he had sold in those

" mining claims. It luas his share of the provisions

" and supplies. They withdrew theirs. There were no

" longer aiiy joint supplies in his possession or under his

" manageinent in any way. This last man that with-

" drew took the tent, the stove, and camp equipage and

" the larger share of the supplies. It is so stated by

" Mrs. Date, and nobody contradicts it.

*' So it seems that instead of Mr. Date taking what

" belonged to the partnership, he was taking simply

" what was his own, when he went out to prospect for

" the other ground. That at least is the view I am
*' compelled to take of this testimony as a whole.

" There was no result^ as it seems to me^ obtained by

" Mr. Datefrom the use of the partnership property^

*' becaicse it doesnH seem there was anything left of the

^'' partnership property under the arrangement of these

''''parties. Whatever there was in the first instance.^ the

" other shares having been so withdrawn., what was left

" was the individualproperty of Mr. Date. He used

" that as he might, for his own benefit and for the pur-

" pose of prospecting for himself" (Tr. pp. 266, 267,

*• 268).

From whatever standpoint, therefore, the ruling com-

plained of is viewed, we submit there was no error.

(2.) It is next contended that the Court erred in

overruling the objection and exception of the appellants

to the admission of the evidence of Date in answer to

the inquiry as to whether or not it was understood and

agreed by and between Roberts, Finn and Jilson, on
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the one side, and Date, on the other, that each party

was to do the assessment work, or that each party was

to do their form of the assessment work required

by law to be done upon the claims located in the year

1899. This is IV of the assignment of errors (Tr.

p. 124) and is numbered 3rd in appellants' specification

of errors (App. Brief, p. 21 ). If there ivas any error

in the ruling of the Court in overruling the objection to

the question^ such error was harmless^ because the

qtiestion was not answered.

We quote from pages 211-212 of the Transcript:

" Q. I will ask you, Mr. Date, if at that time, the

" time of entering into the contract, if it was under-

" stood and agreed by and between Mr. Roberts, Mr.

" Finn and Mr. Jilson, on the one side, and yourself on

" the other, that each party were to do the assessment

" work, or each party was to do their half of the assess-

" ment work required by law to be done on these claims

" you located in the year 1899 ?

" (Objected to, first, on the ground that it is leading

;

" second, it is an attempt to change or vary by parol

*' the contents of a written agreement.)

*' By Mr. DoNOHOE : I will state to the Court that the

*' object of this testimony is to rebut the evidence in

" chief that Mr. Date was to do assessment work on

" these claims for that year.

" By the CouRT : You are of course not permitted to

" vary the terms of a written contract. When a con-

" tract has been signed by the parties, after discussion

" and full knowledge and consideration, it is supposed

" to contain the entire agreement. Of course, under
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*' this contract, it is difficult to determine what the

" agreement was, altogether. The contract indicates,

" although it does not say so in terms, that there is

" improvement work to be done by someone. It is

" difficult to say by whom. The money and supplies

" was contributed for the purposes of development. I

" think to rebut what was shown by the other side—if

*' that was material at all—that he didn't do the work,

*' you may be permitted to show that he didn't agree to,

" if that is the case. The objection will therefore be

" overruled.
(Exception.)

" Q. What was said at that time regarding any pros-

** pecting or claims that you might locate subsequent

" to the first day of February, 1900 ?

"A. It was understood they should have no interest

" whatsoever in anything I should stake.

"Q. That is, subsequent to the day of their con-

" tract?

"A. Yes."

On pages 21 and 22 of their brief counsel say : "Ob-

" jection was overruled by the Court, to which the

'• plaintiffs duly excepted, but the Transcript fails to

*' show that any answer was made to the question." In

order, however, to predicate an error on the ruling of

the Court, the appellants say '' that he (the witness)

" must have answered". We submit that it is stretch-

ing the reviewing power of an appellate Court a trifle too

far, to ask it to declare that there was error in the rul-

ing of the trial Court in overruling an objection to a

question which the record shows absolutely and posi-

tively was not answered, but which counsel, for the

sake of argument, assume must have been answered.
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Even supposing, however, that the question had been

answered, there would have been no error. In the first

place, it is true, as counsel say, "Parol contemporary

" evidence is inadmissible to contradict or vary the

" terms of a valid written instrument". It is also true,

as they say on page 45 of their brief, " that the written

" contract was ambiguous and that the declarations and

" conduct of the parties with respect to it and acting

'* under it, indicating how they understood it, were com-

" peteut evidence to interpret its meaning". The trial

Court before which the contract was for determination

itself said (Tr. p. 212): "Of course, under this con-

" tract it is difficult to determine what the agreement
** was, altogether." Under these circumstances it is

well settled that parol evidence is admissible to explain

a writing by reference to the circumstaiices under which

it was made^ including the consideration of the subject of

the instrument by the parties to it and of the matter to

which it related^ so that the trialjudge can be placed in

the position of those whose language he is to interpret.

Runkle v. Burnham, 153 U. S. 216, 224;

U. S. v. Pech, 102 U. S. 64;

Brawley v. U. 5., 96 U. S. 168;

Reed^. Ins. O., 95 U. S. 23;

Wolff V. Wells, Fargo & Co., 115 Fed. 32-35;

W. U. Tel. Co. V. Am. Bell Tel. Co., 105 Fed. 684;

Chic. Cheese Co. v. Fogg, 53 Fed. 72-73;

Chic. & /. R. Co. v. Pyne, 30 Fed. 86-8S;

Baker v. Clark, 128 Cal. 181-186,

Balfour v. Fresno C Of I. Co., 109 Cal. 221;

Weaver v. Rapsley, 42 Ala. 601-611.

Bruce v. Moon, 35 S. E. 415, 418;

Keller v. Webb, 125 Mass. 88.
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In the second place, au answer to the question would

have been proper to rebut what had been shown by the

plaintiffs. This was the view properly taken by the

trial Court (Tr. p. 212). J. L. Steele, a witness on

behalf of plaintiffs, testified as follows, on his direct

examination :

** Q. Do you know, Mr. Steele, whether or not the

" defendant Date did any work at all on the mining

" claims located by him in 1899, and concerning which

" Date and the plaintiff Roberts had an agreement?

"A. I am quite sure he didn't perform the amount

" of work required by law, but as to my saying he did

'* not do any work, I could n't swear to that.

"Q. What, if anything, did he tell, you concerning

" these claims?

*'A. He told me a good deal about it, but

"Q. As to his doing the work, I mean.

"A. // seems he told me he was to do a certain pro-

^^ portion of the work on this property, and that others

" were to do some work on zV" (Tr. pp. 173, 174).

An answer to the question would, at any rate, there-

fore, have been proper rebuttal testimony.

(3.) Subdivision 3 of the first point attacks the ruling

of the Court in permitting the defendant Date to testify

as to his conversation with Finn regarding assessment

work on the claims described in the contract of Febru-

ary 1st, 1900, and in denying the motion of the plain-

tiffs to strike out the answer. (Specification of Errors
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4th and 5th; Assignment of Errors V and VI; Tr., pp.

124, 125.)

This evidence was proper as tending to prove one of

the issues made by the pleadings in the case. The

answer of defendant Date averred that Roberts, Jilsou

and Finn failed to perform their part of the contract of

February 1st, 1900 (Tr. p. 59). In their reply to this

answer plaintiffs "deny that Roberts, Jilsou and Finn,

" mentioned in said defendant's affirmative answer, ever

" failed, refused or neglected to perform the assessment

" work upon the mining claims mentioned in paragraph

** one of the affirmative answer of said defendant Date,

" for the year 1900 * '' ===" (Tr. p. 68). (These were

the claims located by Date in 1899 and in which he

conveyed a one-half interest to Roberts, Finn and Jil-

son by the agreement of February 1, 1900.) The testi-

mony was, therefore, material and relevaut.

Again, the testimony was proper, because it related

to a subject brought out, as we have seen, upon the

examination of the plaintiffs' witness Steele (Tr. pp.

173, 174).

(4.) Error is charged in the refusal of the Court to

permit the defendant Date on his cross examination to

answer the following question:

"Q. Did Rosenthal have any provisions of his own?"

But, later on his cross examination, precisely the

same question was asked and answered. We quote

from page 235 of the record:



"Q. Whatever grub Rosenthal had he throwed into

" the bunch. Did he have any when you fetched up

" with him?

"A. Yes, sir; he had some."

If there was any error in sustaining the objection, it

became harmless by the subsequent answer to prac-

tically the same question.

(5.) It is claimed that there was error in admitting

oral testimony as to the contents of Date's letter to his

wife. This evidence did not bear on any issue in the

cause, and its admission did not prejudice the appel-

lants. Under the facts in this case, we respectfully

submit, it made no difference whether or not Roberts

knew that no assessment work had been done on the

claims located in 1899; they are not the subject of this

action. Whether or not that work was done, and

whether or not Roberts had any knowledge on the sub-

ject, cannot affect his contention in this cause. The

testimony complained of in no wise affected the judg-

ment. The admission of immaterial or irrelevant testi-

mony is no sufficient reason for reversing a judgment

where it does not appear to have affected the judgment

injuriously to the appellant.

Louisville &N.R. Co. v. White, 100 Fed. 239, 243;

Lancaster v. Collins, 115 U. S. 222, 227.
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In concluding our argument upon the rulings regard-

ing the admission and rejection of testimony in the case

at bar, we submit that, had the rulings been the reverse

in each instance complained of, the result would have

been the same.

A decree in equity ivill not be reversedfor error in ad-

mitting or rejecting evidence^ where all the circum-

stances show that the result was not affected thereby.

In Migeon v. Montatta Cent. Ry. Co.^ 11 Fed. 249, 251,

252, this Court, by his Honor, Judge Hawley, said:

"The specifications from No. 11 to 20, inclusive,

refer to alleged errors committed by the Court in

admitting or rejecting testimony at the trial against

the objection of appellants. In the considerations

of such specifications of error the geueral rule is

that, in equity suits tried before the judge without

a jury, the appellate Court ought not to reverse

the case merel}' upon the grouud that the judge
received irrelevant testimony, or that he rejected

testimony that was admissible, where, upon all the

facts and circumstances of the case, it is clearly

apparent that the result would not have been diflfer-

ent if the testimon3/ objected to had been rejected

in the one case or received in the other. Bank v.

Greenhood (Mont.), 41 Pac. 251, 267, and author-

ities there cited; Scroggin v. Johnston^ 45 Neb. 714,

64 N. W. 236, 238, and authorities there cited;

Holmes v. State, 18 South, 529."

See also Hinds v. Keith., 51 Fed. 10, 15;

State Trust Co. v. Chehalis Co., 79 Fed. 282, 287;

Chapman v. Yellow Poplar Lumber Co., 89 Fed. 903,

904;

Louisville & N. R. Co. v. White, 100 Fed. 239, 241.
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II.

In subdivision II of their brief the appellants attack

the order of the Court denying the motion for a new

trial.

Not only was this motion properly denied, but it is

also a rule in the United States Courts that the action

of the trial Court in granting or refusing a new trial, is

within its discretion and is not subject to review.

"An order granting or refusing a new trial,

which the Court has the jurisdiction or power to

make, is discretionary and cannot be reviewed by
writ of error or appeal in the Federal Courts."

City of Manning v. Germa7i Ins. Co.., 107 Fed.

52, 54.

"The decisions of the Supreme Court clearly in-

dicate thai the rulings of the trial Courts upon
motions for new trials upon the ground of newly
discovered evidence constitute no exception to the

general rule." Board of Com. v. Keene.^ etc.,

Bajtk, 108 Fed. 505, 516.

See also Willis v. Board of Comniis., 86 Fed. 872,

877;

Patton v. Southern Ry. Co., Ill Fed. 712;

Eastman Gardner & Co. v. New7nan., 11 2 Fed. 122;

Majihattan Oil Co. v. Richardson Liib. Co.., 113

Fed. 923.

III.

In the third point of appellants' brief, pages 57 to 72,

the findings and decree are attacked.

\a. It is claimed that the findings of fact in favor of

defendant Rosenthal are contrary to law. It is con-

tended that there are no findings of fact upon all the
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material issues presented by the pleadings, as required

by Section 872 of the Alaska Code of Civil Procedure.

The only material allegations in the amended complaint

affecting the defendant Rosenthal are those of fraud

contained in the eighth paragraph (Tr. pp. 38 & 39),

and upon these the Court has found (Tr. p. 93). The

issues raised by the separate answer of the defendant

Rosenthal, and plaintiffs' reply thereto, are those affect-

ing the rights of the defendant Rosenthal in the prop-,

erty in controversy. Upon these, too, we submit, the

Court has fully and sufficiently found (Tr. pp. 92 &
93).

b. It is next contended that the findings in favor of

defendant Rosenthal are contrary to the evidence. This

contention is based (App. Brief, pp. 59 and GO) on the

assumption that Date and Rosenthal located the claims

in dispute, while using supplies belonging to Roberts.

The supplies referred to are the cache left at Amez

Rapids. Ou his direct examination (Tr. pp. 141, 142)

Roberts testified that the cache belonged to him, that he

had purchased it; ou his cross-examination he reluct-

antly admitted that the cache was the property of Date

(Tr. p. 1(39). When the contract of February 1, 1900,

was made, it was agreed that Jilson and Fiun were to

have half of the cache and Date the other half (Tr. p.

214). After the parties had started into the interior

and before Rosenthal was overtaken, Jilson had left

them; when Finn and Date met Rosenthal, he was

snow-blind; he had the cache left at Amez Rapids, and

the three, Fiun, Date and Rosenthal, put all their pro-

visions together (Tr. pp. 215,216). Theu Finn left

and took his third of the supplies; that left Date and
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Rosenthal with provisious aud supplies that were abso-

lutely their own, and it was thereafter that the claims

in dispute were located.

The uncontradicted evidence in this connection is:

** Q. Now, after Mr. Finn had withdrawn and taken

" his share of the provisions, Mr. Date, who was the

*' owner of the provisions that were left with you? A.

*' I was" (Tr. p. 218). The statement of ^appellants

(App. Brief, p. 60) that "It is thus clear that Rosenthal,

" like Date, in locating the claims in suit, did so entirely

*' by the use of provisions furnished by the plaintiff

*' Roberts, under the contract of February 1, 1900", is,

therefore, absolutely unsupported by and contrary to

the evidence.

No evidence of any kind, in anywise tending to

prove the allegations of the amended complaint against

Rosenthal, appears in the record, and the findings in his

favor are, we submit, entirely proper and justified by

the evidence.

2-«. The findings of fact in favor of the defendant

Date are said to be contrary to law. They are said to

be of the same general character as the findings in

favor of defendant Rosenthal, The Court finds that

plaintiffs have failed to establish the allegations of their

complaint against the defendant Date; that the contract

of February 1, 1900, referred only to property possessed

by Date at the time of the execution of the contract;

that the property in dispute was located and acquired

subsequent to the execution of the contract, and was

not included therein; that the oral agreements alleged

to have been made in August, 1900, are not supported
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by the evidence; that the allegations of fraud and con-

spiracy were not established; and, finally, that Date

established his interest in the property in controversy,

and that he is tlie owner of and entitled to the imme-

diate possession of certain interests therein. Here, we

submit, are findings on all the material issues, and

appellants' objections thereto are not well taken.

b. The findings in favor of defendant Date are not

contrary to the evidence.

So far as the agreement of February 1, 1900, is con-

cerned, it is nothing more than the present transfer by

Date of an undivided one-half of properties then pos-

sessed by him in Alaska in consideration of supplies

furnished. It was distinctly understood, and it was the

intention of the parties, that Roberts, Finn and Jilson

were to have no interest in any locations made by Date

subsequent to the date of the agreement (Tr. pp. 212,

219).

Comipg to the alleged oral agreements of August,

1900, the only witness who testifies that they weie

made is Roberts himself. Date testifies that he decid-

edly did not acknowledge to Roberts that Roberts had

an interest in the claims in controversy; that he made

no such agreement as Roberts claimed; that no conver-

sation ever took place in which Date said he had located

the claims in dispute with the intention of giving

Roberts an interest in them (Tr. pp. 222, 235-238).

His testimony is supported by that of the witnesses

Robt. T. Heron (Tr. pp. 255, 256), Mrs. Date (Tr. pp.

247, 249), Cole (Tr. p. 179), Fish, Sr. (Tr. pp. 203,

204), and Crary (Tr. p. 263). We submit, the evidence
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amply supports the finding "that the amendments and

** modifications alleged to have been made in August,

" 1900, to said contract of February 1, 1900, and set

" out in the sixth and seventh paragraphs of plaintiflfs'

" amended complaint, are not sustained by the evi-

" dence" (Tr. p. 94).

So far as the provisions, supplied by Fish Brothers

during the last four months of 1900, are concerned, and

amounting to $172.02, the witness Wheat, who had

been chief clerk for Fish Brothers during the time that

the supplies were furnished, testified that it is a fact

that he presented the bill for these supplies to Date

and asked him to pay it (Tr. p. 193). Furthermore, it

is not in evidence that Roberts ever paid the bill.

It is, we submit, unnecessary to prolong this brief

by a further discussion of the testimony. Upon all the

material points it is in direct conflict.

This Court will, therefore, accept the findings of

the trial Court without any particular discussion or re-

view of the evidence. In its opinion, after argument by

counsel for the respective parties, the trial Court said

(Tr. p. 265):

" This is one of these cases where the state of

facts set forth b}^ the parties is directly in dispute

on either side. On all the important featw'es there

is a square contradiction as between the witnesses

y

In Lilienthalv. McCormick^ 117 Fed. 89, his Honor

Judge Hawley, at page 97, said:

" The several findings of fact contained in the

decree—especially the finding that the defendants,

McCormick et al., have failed and refused to de-

liver 'unto the complainants' the property which
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by the contract they agreed to deliver—will be ac-

cepted by this Court as correct without any par-

ticular discussion or review of the evidence. The
evidence is in mauy respects conflicting upon
several points, and in such cases the general rule

of law upon this subject is well settled that the

findings of the Court below upon facts will not be
disturbed unless the appellate Court can clearly

see that it is opposed to the weight of the evi-

dence, or uuless some obvious error or mistake is

clearly shown. Railroad Co. v. Ristine^ 77 Fed.

58; Trust Co. v. McClure., 78 Fed. 209; Lansing v.

Stanisics^ 94 Fed. 380; Harding v. Hart, 113 Fed.

304, 30G; Crawford v. Neal, 144 U. S. 585; Furrer
V.Ferris, 145 U. S. 132, 134; Warren v. Keep,
155 U. S. l65."

In Metropolitan Nat. Bank of Pittsburg v. Rogers.,

63 Fed. 776, the Court said, at page 779:

" When the law has charged a tribunal with the

duty of examining the testimony and ascertaining

the facts, its determination is, and must be, a

finality, unless it be made to appear that such
findings were contrary to the weight of the testi-

mony. To sa3^ the proofs would permit a contrary
finding, and ask the Court to so find, will not
avail. The facts having been ascertained by the

tribunal whose duty it was to find them, they will

not be set aside 'unless clearly in conflict with the

weight of the evidence upon which they were
made.' That such is the weight given to find-

ings of facts in federal tribunals, Kimberly v.

Anns, 129 U. S. 525, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 355;

Camden w. Stuart, 144 U. S. 105, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep.
585; Crawford v. Neal, 144 U. S. 585, 12 Sup. Ct.

Rep. 759; Tilghman v. Proctor, 125 U. S. 137, 8

Sup. Ct. Rep. 894; Callaghanv. Myers, 128 U. S.

619,9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 177; and Furrer v. Ferris^

145 U. S. 132, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 821; and (in Penn-
sylvania) Logue's Appeal, 104 Pa. St. 141—will

show. Certainly equal, if not greater, weight should
be given to such findings where a court, not dele-
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gating its power to a master, has itself weighed the

testimony, and ascertained the facts, as is here the

case. Tested by this standard, the findings of the

Court must stand."

See also:

Mann v. Keene Guaratity Sav. Bk., 86 Fed. 51,

53;

National Hollow B. B. Co. v. Interchangeable B.

B.Co., 106 Fed. 693, 716;

TJiallmann v. Thomas., Ill Fed. 277, 283;

Kinlock 7 el. Co. v. Western Electric Co.., 113

Fed. 652, 665;

Steams-Roger M. Co. v. Brown, 114 Fed. 939,

943.

(3.) The decree is supported by the findings offact.

It is contended that, even if the findings are

sufficient in form and substance they do not cover all

the material issues, because there is no finding on the

averment in paragraph 8 of the amended complaint

(Tr. p. 38) that the claims in dispute were located and

acquired by Date and Rosenthal in their own names

through conspiracy and fraud while Date and Rosen-

thal were living on supplies furnished by Roberts. To

this criticism we think the language of the finding is a

sufficient answer: "that plaintiffs have failed to estab-

" lish the allegations of fraud and conspiracy alleged

" against Fred J. Date and Louis Rosenthal in the

'* eighth paragraph of plaintiffs amended com-

" plaint" (Tr. p. 94).

In conclusion, we respectfully submit, that the trial

Court made no errors in its rulings on the evidence;
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that, if there were auy errors they were harmless; that

the result of the action has not been affected by the re-

jection or admission of any evidence; that the plaintiff

Roberts made a written agreement to furnish supplies

in consideration of receiving an undivided half-interest

in certain properties then owned by defendant Date;

that these properties consisted of eleven mining claims

on Pole Gulch, Red Mountain and Gold Canyon Creek

(Tr. p. 219); that he must be held to the terms of his

written agreement; that he cannot establish an interest

in other properties located subsequent to the date of the

written agreement and which were not included therein

nor affected thereby, and that he did not prove the oral

agreements whereby he claimed to have acquired that

interest. Finall^^, we respectfully submit, that the de-

cree appealed from is according to law; that it is sup-

ported by the findings of fact; that it is in accordance

with the justice and merits of the cause, and that it

should be affirmed, with costs.

T. J. DONOHOE,

T. R. Lyons,

E. S. PiLLSBURY,

Alfred Sutro,

Attorneys for Appellees.

Dated, San Francisco, October 28, 1902.




